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Welcome
ABC Commercial is delighted to present volume 2 of our
2016 Program Catalogue. Our commitment to distinctive,
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rewarded worldwide.
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programming and platform needs!
Our team covers the globe, with offices in Sydney and London
along with agents who complement our territory reach.

audiences. We look forward to discussing with you our new
slate of wonderful programs.
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Presales
Newton’s Law
With her low-flying Solicitor’s practice incinerated by a

Unfortunately, Josephine has trouble overcoming

disgruntled client, her marriage collapsing and motherhood

her natural tendency to help battlers ahead of

fast losing its charm. Josephine Newton’s old university

the privileged ...

friend and not-so-secret admirer, Lewis Hughes, persuades
her to resume her briefly glorious career at the Bar.

The series has a comedic touch with Josephine’s
quirky personality and the ongoing frisson
between her and Lewis providing the backdrop to
the cases and characters she juggles in her newly
restored profession!
Sparkling with wit and pace, the series explores
cast of central characters delivering a lightness of

Dream Gardens

Top Jobs for Dogs

touch to their complexity and resolution.

Hosted by Michael McCoy, one of Australia’s leading

From cuddly pooch to rescue hero ... man’s best friend

Bringing together an outstanding line-up of

landscape designers, each episode of Dream Gardens

can also be man’s best helper.

a variety of legal issues and challenges – with the

Australian talent, starring Claudia Karvan and
joined by Toby Schmitz (Black Sails, The Pacific),
Georgina Naidu (Wentworth), Sean Keenan
(Glitch), Brett Tucker (McLeod’s Daughters,
Mistresses) and Miranda Tapsell (The Sapphires)
plus an impressive support ensemble.

first spade hitting the ground to the incredible end result,
Dream Gardens captures some of the most imaginative
and challenging garden designs in the country as they
come to life. Michael McCoy steps into a variety of garden
shapes and sizes to follow the owners and Australia’s
best designers as they battle weather, absent tradesmen,

From the makers of the internationally successful

shifting design visions and budget blowouts. Michael

Australian drama series Miss Fisher’s Murder

provides practical tips and visits spectacular established

Mysteries, Every Cloud Productions, and based on
an Original Concept by Deb Cox and Fiona Eagger.

HD 8 x 60’ | DRAMA
Every Cloud Productions Pty Limited

4

sees one unloved outdoor space transformed. From the

gardens that provide clues and inspiration for the
challenges faced by the owners in each episode. This series
celebrates great gardens and the best of Australian design.

HD 8 x 30’ | LIFESTYLE AND ENTERTAINMENT
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

Discover what amazing and entertaining tasks dogs are
capable of – and what traits to look for when finding
the right dog for the job. Whether it’s speed, curiosity,
reliability, affection ... we’ll explore what it takes to
develop a cute puppy into a Top Dog.
This program reveals which dog is the right fit and why
– is it the science, the psychology, the determination?
Along the way we meet the dogs on the job, their
trainers and those they serve. A fascinating, surprising
and fun exploration of the lives and characteristics of our
canine friends.

HD 12 x 30’ | FACTUAL
Hula Hoop Pictures

PRESALES
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Pulse
Pulse explores the personal and professional
dilemmas of Frankie and Louise, two resident
doctors in a busy teaching hospital, as they meet
the challenges of dealing with patients in life and
death situations. Based on the true story of a
transplant patient who became a doctor, Pulse is a
fresh, high octane, medical drama.
Producers and creative powerhouses behind
Pulse, Kris Wyld (East West 101, Wildside, G.P.,
The Strip, White Collar Blue) and Antony I. Ginnane
(High Tide, The Lighthorsemen) bring to the table
a wealth of intellectual and creative strength along
with an unparalleled level of business experience,
while Executive Producer David Ogilvy’s list of
credits is illustrative of the best in contemporary
Australian drama (The Code, Rake, Paper Giants,
The Straits).

HD 8 x 60’ | DRAMA
Clandestine TV and Beyond Entertainment Pty Ltd

Based on the true story of a transplant
patient who became a doctor, Pulse is
a fresh, high octane, medical drama.

72 Dangerous
Animals Latin America

72 Dangerous
Animals Asia

Following the international success of 72 Dangerous

The next journey in the 72 franchise sets out to uncover

Animals Australia comes the next instalment in this

the dangerous animals inhabiting the vast continent

popular franchise – 72 Dangerous Animals Latin America.

of Asia.

This enthralling series takes a look at 72 of Latin

The series countdown explores the known and uncovers

America’s most deadly animals, from the depths of

the relatively unknown dangerous animals within this

the Amazon jungle to the peaks of Patagonia, this

region including the Komodo dragon, Bengal tiger,

extraordinary environment is home to some fascinating

sharks, elephants and crocodiles.

and dangerous creatures.
With explanatory graphics, animation and eyewitness

makers around the world, 72 Dangerous Animals Asia

accounts each animal is investigated to determine just

gets up close with those creatures you wouldn’t want to

how dangerous and life threatening it is.

meet on your next vacation.

HD 12 x 45’ | FACTUAL
Showrunner Productions Pty Limited
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Home to millions of people and a destination for holiday

HD 12 x 45’ | FACTUAL
Showrunner Productions Pty Limited
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You Can’t Ask That

New Releases
The Wonder
of Marsupials

HD 10 x 10’ | FACTUAL
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

Format
AVAILABLE

What would happen if you gave people the chance to ask society’s
outsiders the questions they were too embarrassed, too shy, too
awkward and too scared to ask? What would happen if those
stereotyped minorities were given the right to answer those
questions with dignity and depth? You Can’t Ask That confronts
prejudice and discrimination in a highly entertaining format, offering
genuine insight into the lives of Australians who live with labels. The
series plunges into the lives of short statured Australians, wheelchair
users, the transgendered, Muslims, ex-prisoners, fat people,
Indigenous, sex workers, the terminally ill and the polyamorous.

The Wonder of Marsupials is a three part series

Upper Middle Bogan – Series 3

exploring the incredible adaptations marsupials
have evolved to deal with the unique and difficult

Australia’s most successful sitcom Upper Middle Bogan returns for a
hilarious third series. It’s a comedy about two families living worlds
apart – or fifty minutes on the freeway – trying to connect as one.
Following a woman’s search for who she is and where she comes
from, it’s the story of families separated at birth and now by class.

challenges of life in Australia. From Australia’s
scorching desert heart to pristine rainforests in
the north, we’ll meet the biggest and the smallest
marsupials, the rarest and the most successful as
we journey to see The Wonder of Marsupials.

It’s a social satire that pokes fun at firmly held values, beliefs and
idiosyncrasies of both the upper middle and aspirational classes, and
does so with warmth and attachment to both. Mostly, it’s a comedy
about what family means.

A visual feast of stunning Australian landscapes,
amazing animal behaviours and habitats and
great marsupial facts make this a not to be missed
documentary series.

HD 8 x 30’ (24 X 30’ now available) | COMEDY
Gristmill Productions

RETURNING
SERIES

Ice Wars – The Meth Epidemic

HD 3 x 50’ | Factual
Wild Bear Entertainment Pty Limited

This provocative series takes us to the frontline of Australia’s drug
war on the drug known as Ice. Through unprecedented access, we
follow the stories of Meth lab busts, front line importation arrests at
the docks with Task Force Polaris, decontamination of suburbs by the
cleanup crews, forensic teams tracing precursors and toxicologists
investigating human impact from passive Meth cooking.

A visual feast of stunning Australian landscapes,
amazing animal behaviours and habitats and
great marsupial facts.

HD 4 x 60’ | FACTUAL
Northern Pictures Pty Limited
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ABC Comedy Showroom

HD 1 x 30’ | COMEDY
Mad Kids Pty Limited

In this ABC initiative to nurture and support Australian comedy, The Comedy Showroom showcases 6 original ideas by some of Australia’s best
comedic on and off screen talent. This series of pilots presents fresh ideas from some exciting comedians, comedy writers, producers and directors.

The Legend of Gavin Tanner

Moonman

Gavin Tanner (Matt Lovkis) is Western Australia’s crappiest weed dealer
and wannabe hero, who’s utterly convinced he’s the biggest legend
in his hometown of Balladeen. When Gavin meets his new neighbour
Marshall (Adam Zwar), he believes they are destined to be best
mates, even though they have nothing in common. But when Marshall
befriends Gavin’s girlfriend Trish (Emily Rose Brennan) instead, Gavin
resolves to break the union and claim Marshall for himself.

What will it take to make a forty-something year old man grow
up? Dirty Laundry live host Lawrence Mooney stars as the fictional
character Lawrence Mooney. Loosely based on his life, The Moonman
is a normal bloke with a vice or two. He loves a party and his career
as a late night talk back host provides a great excuse for him to stay
out late and sleep all day. But his long suffering girlfriend is about to
turn his life upside down with massive news. Can this typical Aussie
bloke keep his promise to be more responsible? Or will his love of a
big night out bring his whole life undone?

HD 1 x 30’ | COMEDY
Renegade Films (Australia) Pty Limited

The Letdown

The Future is Expensive

The Letdown is a comedy about Audrey, a struggling new mum, and
the local support group she thinks she doesn’t need. Determined not
to be defined by her new role, Audrey’s first encounter with the local
Mothers Group is a disaster. She leaves humiliated with a quiet resolve
never to return.

Eddie Perfect navigates modern life as a husband and father, never
certain whether the absurdity surrounding him is really happening or
if it’s all some kind of surreal middle-class suburban plot against him.
In the course of the day, Eddie deals with a mummy-nazi in the park,
rises to a backyard DIY challenge with a little help from musician
Paul Kelly, and negotiates conversational pitfalls at a toddler’s
birthday party.
HD 1 x 30’ | COMEDY
Goalpost Pictures Australia Pty Limited

But Audrey’s attempt to reconnect with her old life (not least her sex
life) is even more of a disaster and it’s not long before Audrey realises
she may be in the market for a new support team after all. Her sanity
might depend on it.
HD 1 x 30’ | COMEDY
Giant Dwarf Pty Limited

Ronny Chieng: International
Student

Bleak
Self-obsessed screw-up Anna O’Brien loses her terrible boyfriend,
her septic tank of a house and her dead-end job all in one day. With
no friends, no money and nowhere to go, she crawls back to the
warm embrace of her well-to-do family, only to be given a drink and
then shown the door.

Ronny is a Malaysian student who has come to Australia to study
law. He’s smart, driven and competitive, which would make him
the perfect law student, if he actually wanted to be a lawyer. Blunt,
barbed and not afraid to cut through the BS, it’s not long before he
is at odds with most people on campus; not to mention his mum.

Cast out onto the street, with both her life and her mental resolve
disintegrating like old jocks, Anna stumbles upon an Open for
Inspection at a nearby town house, and it’s here, surrounded by
empty cupboards and hire furniture, that the unhinged Anna O’Brien
seeks to reinvent herself, and her luck.

Ronny finds himself caught between his old life and his new life,
between the international students and the local students, and
between his mum’s expectations and his own dreams, whatever
the hell they may be.

HD 1 x 30’ | COMEDY
Sticky Pictures Pty Limited
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HD 1 x 30’ | COMEDY
Princess Pictures

NEW RELEASES
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Running Wild: Camels

Cyber War

Australia has the largest herd of wild camels in the world, estimated
at times to be close to one million. They were brought to this island
continent to assist explorers because of their ability to cope with
desert conditions – but are now a feral menace, literally running wild.

Cyber War takes you deep into the world of cyber hacking, where the
weapon of choice is computer code. The show takes a look at how a
new generation of hackers are threatening everything from your bank
account details to national secrets.

Running Wild: Camels is narrated by Robyn Davidson, famous for
the novel Tracks and her one woman cross-continent expedition by
camel, and tells the story of the camels, the people who brought
them here and those who are still trying to work with them.
HD 1 x 60’ | FACTUAL
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

HD 1 x 45’ | FACTUAL
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

ABC Now

Soul Mates – Series 2

An online newsdesk, ABC Now delivers 20-30 stories from across the
extensive ABC News network, uploaded daily.

Back for a second season due to popular demand Soul Mates Series
2 is the story of two kindred spirits trapped in a cycle of death and
rebirth, exploring reincarnation in four different lifetimes being:
cavemen 50,000 years ago, 1981 Kiwi assassins, present day Bondi
Hipsters and ancient Egyptians.

The 1-10 minute stories cover every topic imaginable, including
political interviews, eyewitness reports, state based stories, feel good
pieces, weather and finance.
Easily adaptable to multiple platforms, with full resolution and
separate audio tracks (where available), ABC Now can adapt
materials for all content formats and preferences.

In each lifetime the characters are different but the two souls are
forever drawn together as best mates.
From the creators of YouTube sensation Bondi Hipsters.
HD 6 x 30’ (12 X 30’ now available) | COMEDY
Van Vuuren Bros and Ludo Studio

RETURNING
SERIES

Subscribe to standard ABC branded content, or opt for a premium
package with clean versions for custom branding.
HD News Syndication platform
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

Conviction

Australia’s Shame –
Four Corners

Jill Meagher, a young Irish woman living in Melbourne, is brutally
raped and murdered in a crime that shocked Australia and created
headlines around the world. Conviction is a rare true-crime thriller
that takes viewers beyond the headlines, as homicide detectives find,
track and bring her killer to justice.

Revelations of shocking abuse in Australia’s youth justice system have
shaken the public to its core and resulted in a Royal Commission.
Released images from within prisons show conditions easily mistaken
for Abu Ghraib or Guantanamo Bay.

Set against a worldwide social media campaign denouncing violence
against women, Conviction probes both the psyche of a serial
predator and the effects on those whose job is to hunt in the darkest
reaches of humanity.

HD 1 x 60’ | FACTUAL
DD & B Productions Pty Limited
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This shocking report reveals the truth about the treatment of
Australia’s children behind bars, where young offenders have been
stripped naked, assaulted and tear gassed.

HD 1 x 51’ | FACTUAL
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

NEW RELEASES
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National Film and
Sound Archive

Howard on Menzies
As Churchill was to Britain, Menzies was Australia. As much as
any country can be shaped by an individual, modern Australia
was dominated by a single, towering figure in Robert Menzies, our
longest-serving Prime Minister of 18 years. This unique documentary
explores the Menzies era through the lens of its second longest
serving Prime Minister, John Howard as he examines the career and
legacy of our most successful and influential political leader.

The National Film and Sound Archive of
Australia (NFSA) is the proud custodian of the
Film Australia Collection (FAC), preserving and
providing access to the audio-visual record of
Australia with over 3,000 titles produced in the
years 1913 to 2008.

Includes interviews with Barry Humphries, Rupert Murdoch, Clive
James and others.

HD 2 x 57’ | FACTUAL
Smith & Nasht Pty Limited

Internationally acclaimed Australian film makers
Fred Schepisi, Phillip Noyce, Peter Weir, Gillian

Food Bowl

Armstrong, Jane Campion and Dean Semler,
began their careers creating FAC titles.

Food is our common ground, a universal experience that links people
across cultures. Join the Food Bowl team as they discover how
agriculture, science and the art of farming come together to lift lives
out of poverty and assist in creating a safe food future.

The NFSA has a selection of award winning
high definition broadcast one-off and series
documentaries and docu-dramas covering

Visiting three destinations in Asia, Food Bowl discovers how
Australian scientists and farmers are working together with their
Asian counterparts to solve farming problems and deliver food
sustainability and future planning for local communities.

uniquely Australian stories from the pages of
history, revealing spectacular landscapes and
portraits of significant identities.
As well as the FAC, a range of remastered early
Australian feature films from the NFSA’s national
collection are available to licence from ABC

HD 3 x 30’ | FACTUAL
F.A.D. Melbourne Pty Limited

Cheese Slices – Series 8

Content Sales.

Filmed on location in the world’s most beautiful countryside, Cheese
Slices is a passionate look at regional cheeses from the traditional
to the innovative. A historical and culinary discovery, the show has
explored 26 countries and their artisanal cheese making history.
Master of Cheese, Will Studd visits traditional and artisanal
cheesemakers in France, Spain, USA and England with his daughter
Ellie to discover where they come from, how they are made, and most
importantly why they matter.

The NFSA has a selection of award
winning high definition broadcast
one-off and series documentaries
and docu-dramas covering
uniquely Australian stories.
Mawson – Life and Death in Antarctica (2008) © NFSA
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Also available: Series 1 – 7: 13 x 30’ SD, 39 x 30’ HD plus 4 x 60’ HD

HD 6 x 30’ | LIFESTYLE AND ENTERTAINMENT
Fromagent Australia / Squid Ink Media

RETURNING
SERIES
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The Australian
Ballet

Opera Australia

The Australian Ballet exists to inspire, delight

Opera Australia has won the hearts of an ever

and challenge audiences through the power of

larger and diverse audience, giving more than 600

its performances.

performances for more than half a million people

It’s been a magnificent journey over the last
60 years!

every year.

The Australian Ballet is one of the world’s
premier ballet companies and has delivered

Opera on Sydney Harbour is the world’s most

extraordinary performances for over

spectacular opera event, featuring fireworks and

50 years. A commitment to artistic

more against the stunning backdrop of the Sydney

excellence, a spirited style and a

skyline. These opera events were launched with a

willingness to take risks have defined the

spectacular production of La Traviata, followed by

company from its earliest days, both

Carmen, Madama Butterfly, Aida and Turandot in

onstage and off.

successive years. All are proudly represented by
ABC Commercial.

Caring for tradition yet daring to be different,
The Australian Ballet performs beloved

The rich Opera Australia catalogue includes

classical ballets and commissions new

recordings of opera classics including La Bohème,

work annually.

Lucrezia Borgia, Lucia di Lammermoor, Madama
Butterfly, Turandot, Tosca, Nabucco and Lakmé

Moving effortlessly between the great classical

and features many distinguished international

ballets and new contemporary commissions, the

opera greats such as Dame Joan Sutherland,

company has a uniquely Australian style, powered

Luciano Pavarotti and Marilyn Horne. With the

by artistry and athleticism.

cream of performers, conductors, designers

ABC Commercial is proud to represent ground

and unique archive footage, this is prestigious

breaking The Australian Ballet productions like

Australian arts programming, with many

Peter Wright’s The Nutcracker, and Graeme

productions filmed at the magnificent Sydney

Murphy’s Swan Lake and Romeo and Juliet, to

Opera House. Some of the earlier opera recordings

name a few.

have been totally restored and remastered for
contemporary audiences to enjoy.

A commitment to artistic excellence, a spirited
style and a willingness to take risks have
defined the company from its earliest days,
both onstage and off.
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Opera Australia has won the hearts of ever larger
and more diverse audiences, giving more than
600 performances for more than half a million
people every year.
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The Wiggles – celebrating 25 years of global success

Wiggle Town
The Wiggles continue their fun-filled journey with an invitation to
come on down to Wiggle Town!

In 2016, The Wiggles celebrate 25 years of entertaining fans around the world.
Their winning formula of educating children via entertainment with songs,

This is where Emma, Lachy, Simon and Anthony live with their many
friends and if you like to sing and dance, then you’re already a citizen
of Wiggle Town!

fun and play in their programs continues to connect with children worldwide.
With over a quarter of a million Facebook followers worldwide and sales
of 23 million DVDs, 7 million CDs and 8 million books, they truly are the
pre-school Fab Four! The Wiggles continue their special place in the children’s
entertainment market with exciting new content.
HD 52 x 3’ or 4’ | CHILDREN’S
The Wiggles

Wiggle Town is a centre of dance where you will see men and
women dancing many different dance styles, from developmentally
appropriate ballet, as well as jazz, tap and even Irish hard shoe
dancing encouraging children to dance.

Dial E for Emma!
Emma’s friends know that all they have to do is dial ‘E’ for Emma and
she’ll answer the phone and lend a helping hand!
Emma embarks on a dancing adventure and uses her “Book of Dance”
to help her discover different styles of dance. Whether it is jazz or
country, fusion or ballet, Emma will dance the day away! Share in
Emma’s love for dancing, singing, sign language and dress ups and
know that she is only a phone call away!

HD 1 x 45’ | CHILDREN’S
The Wiggles

Lachy!
The popular, purple Wiggle Lachy, shines in his debut TV series
Lachy! where he takes children on an early childhood musical
adventure in every episode.
Music and craft are at the core of each episode – and Lachy has a
special invention room.
In each episode Lachy explores craft activities such as building
with blocks, squishing and moulding clay, blowing up balloons,
playing with trains, walking up stairs, making fruit salad, and
even finger painting.
Lachy invites you to share in the music making and fun!
HD 26 x 3’ or 4’ | CHILDREN’S
The Wiggles
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